
Transitional Decor Style

Your decor style is transitional. Thank you for taking the Find your decor style quiz! If you want to

take the quiz again you can do so here.

If you’ve landed on this page without taking a quiz, �nd your decor style here.

Your Results!

After analyzing your answers, we have determined that your preferred decor style is transitional.

With transitional decor style, you can enjoy the best of both worlds – the classic elegance of

traditional decor and the sleek simplicity of contemporary design. This style is all about creating a

comfortable and inviting space that feels warm and welcoming, while also being stylish and

sophisticated.

If you’re looking to incorporate transitional decor style into your home, there are plenty of ways to

do so. From blending vintage and modern pieces to using a neutral colour palette with pops of

colour, there are endless possibilities for creating a space that re�ects your unique style and

personality.
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What is transitional decor style?

Transitional decor style is a blend of traditional and contemporary design elements that creates a

timeless and sophisticated look. For example, this could mean pairing a sleek modern sofa with a

vintage rug or using a traditional chandelier in a room with clean-lined furniture.

What are some key features of transitional decor style?

Transitional decor style often features a neutral colour palette with pops of color, a mix of materials

like wood, metal, and glass, and clean lines with comfortable, plush furniture. For instance, you

might choose a neutral colour scheme with pops of green or blue, mix a wooden coffee table with a

metal accent chair, or use a plush sectional sofa with clean lines.

How can I incorporate transitional decor style into my home?

To incorporate transitional decor style into your home, start by using a neutral colour palette as a

base and then adding pops of colour and pattern through accessories like pillows, rugs, and artwork.

For example, you could start with a neutral sofa and add colorful throw pillows, use a patterned rug

to anchor the room, or hang a statement piece of artwork on the wall.

Can transitional decor style work in any type of home?

Yes, transitional decor style can work in any type of home. Whether you have a traditional or

contemporary home, transitional decor style can be adapted to �t your space and personal style. It’s

all about �nding the right mix of design elements that work for you. For instance, you could

incorporate a mix of traditional and modern elements in a classic Victorian home or use clean lines

and neutral colours in a modern apartment.

How do I create a cohesive look with transitional decor style?

To create a cohesive look with a transitional decor style, it’s important to balance traditional and

contemporary design elements. This can be done by using a neutral colour palette as a base,

incorporating natural materials like wood and stone, and mixing vintage and modern pieces. For

example, you could mix a vintage wooden sideboard with modern metal bookcases or use a stone

�replace surround with a sleek modern mantel. By �nding a balance between old and new, you can

create a timeless and sophisticated look that feels warm and inviting.

5 ways to add transitional decor style to your home:
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���

���Start with a neutrals: Transitional decor style often features a neutral colour scheme as a base,

with pops of colour added through accessories. Consider using shades of grey, beige, or cream

on walls and larger pieces of furniture, then adding colourful accents through pillows, rugs, and

artwork.

���Mix materials: Transitional decor style is all about blending traditional and contemporary

elements, so mix materials like wood, metal, and glass for a modern yet timeless look. For

example, pair a wooden coffee table with metal side tables or use a glass chandelier with a

traditional wooden dining table.

���Use clean lines with comfortable, plush furniture: Transitional decor style often features

furniture with clean lines, but with plush seating for comfort. Look for sofas and chairs with

simple designs and comfortable cushions, and avoid furniture that is too ornate or fussy.

���Incorporate natural materials: Use natural materials like stone, wood, and jute to add warmth

and texture to a transitional space. A stone �replace, a wooden sideboard, or a jute rug can all

add depth and interest to a neutral space.

���Mix vintage and modern pieces: To create a cohesive transitional look, mix vintage and modern

pieces throughout your home. For example, you could use a vintage rug with a modern sofa or

pair a sleek metal accent table with a traditional armchair. The key is to �nd a balance between

old and new to create a timeless and sophisticated look.

So embrace your transitional decor style and start creating a home that re�ects your personality and

values. Browse below for transitional home style ideas.
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